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ASPIRE HIGHER
How can your organization set itself apart using the
lessons of disruptive innovation?
Every effective organization and undertaking sets a clear mission and charts
out activities and projects to achieve their goals. They align their
aspirations to actions.
Most strategies push
forward from the
present

That plan of action—typically
defined as business strategies—
tend to produce incremental
improvements. They “push” your
team
forward
from
the
PRESENT, plotting a path from a
clear understanding of where
you stand today.
Business strategies are essential.
But in changing times, they
prove insufficient.

Innovation pulls from
the future

Innovation Strategy adds an alternate approach. Great innovation strategy
“pulls” the organization forward to a more compelling FUTURE. It employs
a different method and produces a different path.
At the nexus of this organization model you seek alignment—aligning your
actions to your aspirations with clear plans to improve on the present while
simultaneously inventing a better future. Done well, you can think of your
aligned efforts as “the and” — goals and actions, business strategy and
innovation strategy, all aligned for optimal growth.
Most organizations and individuals understand a set of goals and actions.
Efficient organizations also have clear business strategies to ensure
everyone is marching in lock step to the same objectives. But precious few
organizations also inform their actions with a vision for breakthroughs – a
strategy for innovations that elevate them from a cycle of continuous
improvement to include big leaps forward.
You can remedy this gap
by
driving
your
organization to aspire
higher, and apply the
discipline of innovation
with rigor.
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Innovation Strategy in 8 Steps
This simple diamond framework translates into an eight-step process.
Follow these steps to set aspirations, aligned with innovations to achieve
them.

To make sense of this framework consider a familiar example, one you
probably carry in your pocket.

Do you remember how the world of personal music
used to work? When you take the time to reflect on the
changes, you’ll be astounded by how vastly our
expectations of the industry shifted.
Step 1:

Diagnose the
situation

In the waning years of the 20th century, the Sony Walkman defined musicon-the-go. Music files were transported as analog scratches on the mixed
tape you made for your road trip, or the CD player that jostled clumsily on
your hip like a miniature Close-N-Play. Record companies controlled
distribution, insisting that to get your favorite song you had to buy an
entire album.
The transition to digital music coincided with the
first wave of explosive growth of the World Wide
Web. Before long Napster and other file sharing
services became a gray market of pirated music,
making criminals of the same folks who never
thought twice about copying tapes and CDs in the
pre-internet world of the recent past.
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Record companies fumed, seeking prosecution and forcing site shutdowns.
At the same time, digital music devices started to appear. The original iPod,
announced by Steve Jobs on October 23, 2001, was not the first to market.
In fact it was at least the 6th major brand of mp3 player to arrive
fashionably late to the party, preceded by the Rio and the Nomad, and
belatedly followed by the long-forgotten Microsoft Zune. Samsung’s Uproar
– the first mobile phone with a built-in MP3 player, was launched in Korea a
full two years before the iPod.
And yet the iPod – now multiple product generations later and morphed
from standalone to smartphone – reigns supreme.
This was not at all an obvious outcome. So why did the iPod win the market
and redefine industry after industry? Theories have included everything
from Steve Jobs’ force of will to the simple elegance of the iPod interface,
the larger screen, or Apple’s demanding control and integration of hard and
software.
Reimagine the
experience

Valid arguments all. But even in combination, they
could not have produced such a standout success.
The answer? The innovation was not the iPod. It
was not the device. The breakthrough was born of
a new vision for the immersive experience of
personal music. The real innovation was the
iPlatform.
As charted on the 8-step diagram below, the
innovation strategy for the iPlatform began with a
clear recognition of the accepted limits of the music
industry. To Steve Jobs’ credit, and our benefit, he
refused to accept that those limits were immutable.

Step 2:

Declare Intent

A clear intent, declared as part of Apple’s primary business efforts, made
the iPod the second focus area for their innovation roadmap. First, Apple
needed to break down the barrier for consumers to access all the music
they already owned – the worn CDs and tapes and vinyl albums strewn
about our lives back then. And so the iTunes “digital jukebox software” was
launched in January 2001 – 8 months before the first iPod.
iTunes was the first wave in a Trojan Horse deployment, enabling users to
build a digital catalog of the music they already owned, while wedding and
embedding them in Apple’s staged vision for the future.
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Contrast this with the stunted vision Bill Gates revealed when, as CEO of
Microsoft, he first encountered Apple’s new iPod. After turning it carefully,
prying at the seams, toggling the touch dial, he dismissively dropped it with
a satisfying clunk on his desk, sniffing “aww, it’s just a hard drive.”
As usual, Gates was technically right; in this case he was also blindingly
wrong. Lesser competitors than Microsoft have made the mistake of
underestimating Apple’s vision, (though few have made it such a habit).
The good news is that you do not have to be Apple to innovate like a market
leader, as demonstrated by prominent long-term players like General
Electric and Procter & Gamble, and relative upstarts from Amazon to Zara.
You don’t need a benevolent dictator at the helm. You don’t need high
technology, and you don’t need magic. What you need is discipline. Thomas
Edison wasn’t kidding when he described the process as 1% inspiration and
99% perspiration. In our experience, innovation is less about creativity than
it is about perseverance. So toss out the squeaky toys, and roll up your
sleeves.
Getting the strategy right is just the start. To produce a meaningful
innovation, you also have to use different methods to discover and design
solutions that are new to the world.
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Innovate in 4D
So now you’ve staked your claim. You have a clear innovation strategy.
Great! Let’s innovate!
But how do you get started?
Define your goals

Like most projects, begin by making your objectives clear. Define your goal
in tangible terms: how big, in hard currency, and how soon. Next,
investigate the market and end users to discover their real needs, before
you design and deploy solutions in a cycle of rapid iterations, from initial
prototypes to pilot market field tests and ultimate market launch at scale.
At Ampersand, we call this innovating in 4D.

Discover user
needs and latent
market demand

Beyond defining your internal goals, this method is driven by external
insights – scanning widely to understand the market, the competition and
alternatives, and most importantly, diving deep to appreciate the unmet
needs that your end users reveal, even when they are unaware of them.
These often appear as “work arounds” – the tedious, slow and expensive
activities we tolerate in lieu of a better answer.
Did you ever stand patiently waiting your turn to see a bank teller – just to
put your hands on your own money? No one said “I need an automated
teller machine”. But if you see a line, you see a problem dying to be solved.
And by rethinking the solution from scratch, you may just conjure up a
breakthrough innovation.
Henry Ford hit on the same realization when he said, “if I asked people what
they wanted, they would have said a faster horse.”
Great innovations envision a better future, before your audience even
realizes they have a problem.

Design a portfolio
of solutions

Innovation Design requires different tools than you might commonly use.
One of our favorites is to differentiate among various types of innovation,
to craft the perfect combination.
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We helped to refine a tool called the Ten
Types of InnovationTM, alongside author
Larry Keeley of Doblin (now a member firm
of Monitor|Deloitte). We recommend that
you spend some time delving into his
insightful book.
Every enterprise manages a complex value
chain of activities, from the customer
experience at one end, back through the
product or service offering, and extending
further back into the belly of the beast –
the operations, business processes, and
network of partners that enable the profit
model of the business.
Iconic companies have illustrated how innovations in each of these ten
domains can produce breakthroughs. Gillette, at left, locks in customers
and drives profit through a 50-year old innovation: give ‘em the razor, then
sell ‘em the blades.

On the other end of the spectrum, Zappos delivers signature service, while
their parent Amazon continuously iterates a retail channel that remains
unparalleled even by Alibaba (and their back office innovations in cloud
services are the next wave). Virgin shows how a distinctive brand can be
reflected in innovative offerings to win a loyal following. And then we come
full circle back to Apple, whose customer experience, from music to
technology and entertainment, sets the standard.
Deploy in iterative
cycles

Finally, innovation should not enter the market like a conventional product
launch, not when you’re testing something new to the world.
We help our clients control risk and testing alternate prototypes in defined
markets, and rapidly iterating through alpha, beta (and maybe even gamma)
versions to perfect our way to market. This eliminates the false confidence
of market forecasts and allows management to prove the market in a
method with low-cost and low-exposure.
We also help the organization prepare for this new offering by setting up
the dedicated launch team, market metrics and test markets. And finally we
hand off entirely – once the team is up and running with their new source of
revenue secured.
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Welcome to AMPERSAND
Growth through
innovation

Ampersand is a partnership of professionals dedicated to discover and
drive new sources of growth for our clients.
We call it innovation.
Some people call it strategy, but it goes beyond seeing and planning to
doing.
Others call it design thinking, but thinking is just the beginning, and ideas
only earn value through action.
We practice strategy & design, meld ideas & actions, balance risk & reward;
with an emphasis on reward.

We earned these
lessons the hard way

Our partners have served at the forefront of growth through innovation for
a quarter century. Our teams have applied these concepts with over 100 of
the Global 1000 companies, as well as many equally noble businesses on a
smaller scale.
We are proud of the work we do, and strive to pass on our lessons. In
addition to Ampersand’s client work, and our writing and presentations, we
teach these concepts and methods to the bright young minds in the Masters
programs at Chicago’s Institute of Design, New York’s School of Visual Arts,
and Vanderbilt University’s Owen Graduate School of Management.

Let’s make a
difference together

These lessons and our work are only valuable when applied in the service of
organizations who share our commitment. At Ampersand, we have
dedicated ourselves to discover and design better ways to solve the myriad
problems that companies and their customers confront every day. We aspire
higher. We hope you will too.

To consider how we might work together, please contact Roger Mader in
New York at +1 917 434 2125 or roger@ampersand-partners.com.
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